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Riddle Books

Each riddle book has two outlines. One outline is an object that can be decorated and will be the place where the answer to the riddle is hidden. The second outline is a blackline of the object with writing lines. Each child should cut out and decorate the object, adding their name to the back. Tell the children that they must think of something to hide behind their object that other people wouldn’t expect to find there or clues to what really might be there. Using their imagination they draw their item (person) or can use graphics/cutouts to fit behind the object. On the piece of writing paper, instruct the children to list three clues about the item (person) that is hidden. Create a class book by placing the object on one side of a large page. Glue the side strip to the page, allowing the object to fold back (up). Glue the
Who’s or What’s in the Barn…?

Who’s or What’s Under the Bed…?

Who’s or What’s in the Book…?
Can be used for characters or people from a book the class has read.

Who’s or What’s on the Bus…?
Can be used for safety, Who knows the bus rules?
Who’s or What’s in the Cave…?

Who’s or What’s in the Egg…?
Can be used for science, What hatches from an egg?

Who’s or What’s on the Platter…?
Can be used for thanksgiving, What’s for dinner? Or for nutrition, What’s on my plate?

Who’s or What’s in the Garbage…?
Can be used for recycling or Earth Day, What belongs here?

Who’s or What’s in the Gift Box…?
Can be used for birthdays, Birthday Wishes for ________

Who’s or What’s in the Haunted House…?

Who’s or What’s on the Hay Wagon…?
Who’s or What’s in MY Heart…?
Can be used for Valentine’s Day, Who’s in my Heart…?

Who’s or What’s in the Igloo…?

Who’s or What’s in the Mitten…?
Can be used as the children’s version of Jan Brett’s Book, *The Mitten*

Who’s or What’s under the New Year’s Hat…?
Can be used as hints to a New Year’s Resolution

Who’s or What’s under the Rainbow…?
Can be used for St. Patrick’s Day, What’s at the end of the rainbow?

Who’s or What’s in the Stocking…?

Who’s or What’s in the Watering Can…?
Can be used for science, Name my Plant…?

Who’s or What’s in the Water…?
Happy New Years